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OBJECTIVES
Learn about the basics of
how digital audio works
and how we can utilize it
in our programs

Explore editing audio and
outputting it

NEW KEYWORDS
DIGITAL AUDIO

Digital audio is a representation
of sound recorded in, or

converted into, digital form. In
digital audio, the sound wave of

the audio signal is typically
encoded as numerical samples

in a continuous sequence.

PITCH
Pitch, in music, is the position of
a single sound in the complete

range of sound. Sounds are
higher or lower in pitch

according to the frequency of
vibration of the sound waves

producing them.

KEYWORD REVIEW
Review concepts covered in prior weeks.

ANIMATION
Animation is the process used for digitally generating
moving images.

SEQUENCE
A Sequence is the order in which commands are
performed. Sequences are the foundation of algorithms.

LOOP
A loop is a sequence of instructions the is continually
repeated until a certain condition is reached. 

VARIABLE
A variable is anything that changes, like points in a game,
age, or height.

INTRODUCTION 5-7 min

Introduce digital audio— it is a thing we can edit and think about
just like digital pictures.

Sounds are captured through microphones as waves and
electrical signals that store information about the sound.

We can change sounds digitally by editing parts of those waves
like how fast or slow they are, if they have a filter, and how high or
low the pitch is.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pc4DmKyCYxs

Watch this video about Pitch on Youtube:



DEVELOPMENT
Generate a blank Scratch project. Briefly review the Sound section
and the different tools there are to edit a sound.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/632805751/

DIGITAL INSTRUMENT PROJECT

Discuss how we can edit the tempo of a given instrument
using variables, and also how we can use variables to
determine if we loop a sound or not.
Assist Students in creating their own digital instruments by
following along.
Once projects are built, have students share their designs

PROJECT
EXTENSION

Create unique inputs for
each instrument to play
them through the keyboard

Additional Challenges:

20-30 min

CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids
share:

5-7 min
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https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/632805751/

